
 
Nakshatra/Star : Makha 

Rashi/Sign : Simha/Leo 

  
Our general characteristics influence our career and way of living a lot, hence trying to 
give some important personality traits  about you in this report. 
  
General Characteristics & Career: 

1.     Quite straightforward 

2.     Doesn’t open up easily 

3.     Not easy to understand her 

4.     Some kind of inferiority complex she may struggle with 

5.     Tendency to overthink or overanalyze people or situations 

  
About Education and Profession: 

1.     4th  lord in 11 house 

2.     4th  house is aspected by 5th lord and 7th lord 

3.     5th lord in 10th house 

4.     10th lord is also aspecting 4th lord 

5.     Sun and Me in 10th house is quite favorable for profession 

  

Your question:   I have wasted 2yrs ( 2017-19 ) in order to prepare myself for medical 

entrance examination(NEET). The parents were supportive at that time but not 

now.Since my father wanted me to be a doctor but he wasn't financially strong to send 

me abroad. 

So inorder to continue my studies i pursued bsc physics from a near by private college 

but this triggered my father and he stopped his financial support from his end. 

Now i am in a mind block since my father is insisting me to go to work since i can't prove 

myself. 

My only option at this moment is to get into a govt college and continue my studies. 

What are my other options?  

1.     Firstly, there are good Dhana Yogas – which will give good wealth 



2.     Therefore not to worry about earnings and wealth – which you will have 
nicely 

3.     There will be a BIG change in your life from Oct-2022 

4.     As there will be a change in the Maha dasha – which in turn brings change in 
your life too positively 

5.     This time period is very good wrt profession and earnings 

6.     So, without second thought go ahead and start working 

7.     Simultaneously you can plan for Masters but 

8.     You should focus on Profession from October 

9.     MBA & anything related Administration is also fine 

10. My suggestion is start working and simultaneously prepare for Govt jobs 

11. The next Dasha or time period is very good to crack Govt exams and get 
placed well 
12. As you have mentioned – UPSC and International Business are good options 

  
Conclusion: Start working and simultaneously prepare OR study for UPSC (anything 
related to MBA or Communication related and you will succeed). 
  
 


